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DIRECTORATE FOR QUALITY AND STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
Department of Curriculum Management 
Educational Assessment Unit

Annual Examinations for Secondary Schools 2015

FORM 1 ENGLISH MARKING SCHEME 

Half   marks  are  to  be  rounded  up  only  after  the  global  mark  has   been arrived  at.       
(e.g. 55½ = 56)

SECTION A – LANGUAGE                                                                                           15 MARKS
Weighting: 5% - 10% = 1 mark Level 8
                    90% - 95% = 14 marks Level 7

A. Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb in brackets.  
                                     10 x ½ mark = 5 marks

                                                                                                                     LEVEL
1. was                                                                                                 7
2. sees                                                                                               7               
3. was giving                                                                                  7                
4. came                                                                                                 7           
5. didn’t do                                                                                     7
6. reached                                                                                            7
7. is making                                                                                       7
8. will watch/ are watching/are going to watch                            7
9. has been                                                                                          7
10. is going to take/is taking/will take                                              7

B. Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with the correct comparative or superlative 
form of the adjective in brackets.                               10 x ½ mark = 5 marks

LEVEL
1. older                                                                                               7
2. youngest                                                                                         7
3. better                                                                                               7
4. least                                                                                                  8
5. more difficult                                                                                 7
6. longer                                                                                             7
7. noisiest                                                                                           7
8. more interesting                                                                            7
9. most expensive                                                                               7
10. worst                                                                                               8

LEVELS
 7 - 8
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C. Diana Jones is a professional tennis player.  Look at the table showing her daily routine and 
then fill in the blanks in the text with an adverb of frequency.                           1 x 5 = 5 
marks 
Accept any other adverb of frequency which is semantically and syntactically correct.      

                                                                                                                  
LEVEL

1. sometimes                                                                                       7
2. rarely/hardly ever                                                                        7
3. often                                                                                               7
4. always                                                                                            7
5. never                                                                                              7

SECTION B: READING COMPREHENSION         20 MARKS

 Weighting:  10% =   2 marks Level 8
                      90% = 18 marks Level 7

Note:
• Markers are reminded not to penalise language errors unless what is written is 

unintelligible.
• Answers do not have to be in full sentences.
• Unless otherwise indicated, award marks for answers which include the following 

content, which may also be rephrased.

TEXT 1

1. Give TWO examples of visual signs used in animal communication.  
                                                                                                2 x ½ mark = 1 mark (Level 7)

a) fireflies glow brightly 
b) peacocks put on beautiful displays                                                                                       

                      
                                                            
2. How do ants use the special chemical they release?                             2 marks (Level 7)
         When smelling the chemical, other ants can follow the trail to food, protect their young 

or each other in the event of danger.                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                         
3. What does a bee’s simple round dance indicate?                                      1 mark (Level 7)       
         It shows that flowers are close.

4. How can bees calculate the distance of flowers with nectar through a ‘waggle’ dance?
                                                                                                                                  2 marks (Level 7)
        The speed at which the tail waggles shows how far away the flowers are.

5. What happens in the middle of the ‘waggle’ dance?                             1 mark (Level 7)                 
        The direction of the bee points to where the flowers are in relation to the Sun.     
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6.    Why do birds produce loud calls near airfields and in city environments? 
                                                                                                                                  2 marks (Level 7) 
     Birds produce loud alarm calls near airfields because planes are a danger to them.  In 

city environments some birds sing louder in order to be heard above the noise.

7. What do the following words refer to in the passage?        5 x ½ mark =  2 ½ marks (Level 
7)      
a) its ( line 13)       the ant’s
b) which (line 20)  special call
c) this (line 22)      look out for danger and give warnings to the rest of the group
d) This (line 25)     recording of bird calls and playing them back  
e) These (line 30)   birds living on the border between different environments

8. Find words in the passage from line 14 to line 31 which mean the same as:
                                                                                            5 x ½ mark =  2 ½ marks (Level 7)        
a) complicated                                   elaborate
b) relating to a town or city               urban
c) change                                            modify
d) noise                                               clamour 
e) can speak two languages fluently  bilingual

9. According to the text, why do you think some birds are said to have become‘bilingual’?                                      
                                                                                                                         2 marks (Level 8)
Birds which live on the border between different environments are able to communicate 
in the different types of singing used by the birds in these different environments.

TEXT 2 

10. List the THREE                                                                   6 x ½ mark =  3 marks (Level 7)       
a)  sections of a honeybee’s body

(i) Head
(ii) Thorax
(iii) Abdomen

b) things honeybees use their antennae for
(i) feel
(ii) taste
(iii) smell

11.   What does a honeybee use its tongue for?                        1 mark (Level 7)
To suck up food           

SECTION C – LITERATURE               20 MARKS
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Note:
 Do not penalise language errors, as long as the answers are comprehensible.
 Unless the questions require the candidates to give a specific response or use specific 

words or phrases, award marks for answers that are similar to the models given or 
express the same meaning. 

Part 1: Poetry                                                                            10 marks

1. What is the poem about?                                                                                   
The poem is about a train moving fast in the countryside.                          1 mark (Level 
7)

2. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word.                              
a) fast     b) train     c) run-on lines            3 x 1 mark = 3 marks (Level 7)

3. What is the rhyme scheme of the first 6 lines?                                                  
aa bb cc                                                                                                             1 mark (Level 7)

4. Which TWO words make the train seem magical?                   
fairies, witches                                                                          2 x ½ mark = 1 mark (Level 7)

5. What figures of speech are found in the following?                  
a) simile                                                                               2 x 1 mark = 2 marks (Level 7)
b) alliteration

6. Why is the word “here” repeated so many times?                                             
To emphasise that he can see a lot of things from the train.  OR               1 mark (Level 8)
To describe in detail all he can see.

7. The use of the exclamation mark in “And here is the green for stringing the daisies!” shows 
the poet is feeling                                                                                              
excited                                                                                                              ½ mark (Level 7)

8. The tramp “stands and gazes” because:                                                            
c) he is looking at the beautiful train.                                                      ½ mark (Level 7)

Part II: Prose                                                                                     10 marks
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1. a) “burying their heads” shows that the birds were feeling
frightened                                                                                               1 mark (Level 7)

b) What is the effect of using the word “huddled” in paragraph 1?  
It creates an effect of cosiness and safety.                                           1 mark (Level 8)

2. What figure of speech is this?
alliteration                                                                                                        1 mark (Level 

7)

3. “Whined” and “whistled” show sound. Find TWO other words in paragraph 1 that show 
sound.
creaked and groaned                                                                2 x ½ mark = 1 mark (Level 
7)  

4.      “A deafening clap of thunder” shows a sense of                                       
sound                                                                                                                1 mark (Level 7)

5. “blinding flash” shows a sense of
sight                                                                                                                  1 mark (Level 7)

6. In the phrase “the storm raged outside” the storm is compared to
an angry / very angry person                                                                       2 marks (Level 7)

7. a) “He was peering through the crack” shows that he is
curious                                                                                                    1 mark (Level 7)

b) The gaping hole gives the feeling of
danger                                                                                                     1 mark (Level 7)
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SECTION D – COMPOSITION                                                                                      25 MARKS

 MARKING CRITERIA 
                                           
 Irrelevant content should initially be marked according to the marking grid (below) and 

then up to 6 marks are to be deducted.  
 Compositions that exceed the given word limit should be marked according to the 

marking grid and then up to 3 marks are to be deducted.
 Compositions that do not reach the required minimum word limit should be marked 

according to the marking grid and then up to 3 marks are to be deducted. 
 Format of email: Deduct ½ mark each if the ‘To’ and ‘From’ lines of the email are not 

included and deduct 1 mark if there is no ‘Subject’.

Marking Grid

 The ‘Very Good’ and ‘Excellent’ bands are indicative of performance at Levels 7 and 8 
respectively.

Candidate performance demonstrates: 

20 - 25 marks
Excellent

  hardly any language problems.
  a very wide range and precision of vocabulary.
  idiomatic expressions and an ability to communicate subtleties of 

language.
  appropriate style.

15 - 19 marks
Very Good

  a good choice and range of vocabulary.
  reasonably appropriate style.
  correct sentence structures.
  fluency and coherence.
  few spelling errors.

10 - 14 marks
Pass

  adequate vocabulary.
  fairly accurate in structures and spelling.
  competence in communication.
  limited style.
  coherence.

5 - 9 marks
Weak

  limited vocabulary.
  lack of communication except in the simplest of terms.
  poor spelling.
  confused and incoherent structures.

1 - 4 marks
Very Poor

  very limited vocabulary.
  sentences are almost meaningless with no structure and very poor 

spelling.
  very little communication.


